
 

Corrosion at frame joints 

 

New frames supplied by Technautic 

 

Replacement saloon windows 
 

Most Trident window frames of a certain age seem to suffer 

corrosion around the joint between the upper and lower 

section. Lottie was certainly no exception to this. Some of the 

frame had completely rotted through.  

This maybe because the two frame sections have a steel 

joining piece inside them resulting in some kind of galvanic 

action causing corrosion. Or perhaps the edges of the frames 

were not be protected by anodising so are susceptible to salt 

water corrosion. Nowadays,  suppliers tend to anodise after 

the window frames have been madeand the screw holes drilled 

etc.  

In addition, the Triplex glass was “sealed” in the standard 

Trident frame with a rubber gasket which had perished and 

was leaking badly so the glass needed rebedding in the frames. 

This may not be easy to do for a reason that was a surprise to me when I first realised it. The saloon 

sides are curved and the flat frames and glass are bent to shape as they are fitted. When removed 

the glass reverts to a flat shape – the frames may not. This may make it difficult to set the glass 

centrally in the frames.  

Technautic Marine Windows supplied a 

complete set of four saloon windows from paper 

patterns I supplied by drawing round the old 

ones.  The price quoted was£291.92 in 2004.  

We hoped that new frames could be made for the 

existing Triplex but this was not feasible as I was 

assured the frames would not then fit the existing 

apertures in the boat. They were not the cheapest 

quotes but only Technautic and Houdini could 

offer a frame section close enough to the original. 

It is in fact a bit wider and flatter than the original 

windows. Modern windows have an inner frame 

(see 

diagram). which in retrospect would make it much easier 

to trim the internal vinyl covering round the windows.  

The corners are machine bent but the sides required 

curves to be put in by hand to match the originals at extra 

cost – £10 a side.  We declined the hand curves and the 

new windows look fine and fitted with a minimum of 

grinding around the apertures.  

The frames are slightly wider and flatter though.  They 

took at least six weeks to supply (the glass has to be 

made/cut and the frames anodised after the holes have 



been drilled etc).  

Technautic advised me against using the fixings to pull the frame into a curved shape as this would 

result in the screwheads scratching off the anodising and encouraging corrosion in the screw holes.  

 


